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Abstract—Modern physical marketplaces are places of trust and security where the trust is built on reputation of previous deeds but when it comes to the digital domain we have traditional architecturally centralized marketplace with no transparency or responsibility to resolve the matters of a growing audience and have a hard time applying the same principles as real-world marketplaces due to outdated models of business methodologies that are still in use. The problem is based on the consensus of this complex system where we need a separate eco-system to provide a history of participants to judge reputation, middle man to oversee transactions and resolve all occurring disputes and make trustworthy transparent transaction information to be available to anyone. All of the above key problems can be mitigated by applying Blockchain, a new data structure which uses distributed i.e decentralized ledger technology to help secure the networks of transactions. BlockMart in this paper aims to be a smart, distributed online e-commerce marketplace application for assets, data, and service exchange in a peer-2-peer network of clients, which is powered by ethereum smart contracts and built using hyperledger fabric.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modern physical marketplaces are places of trust and security where the trust is built on reputation of previous deeds but when it comes to the digital domain traditional architecturally centralized marketplace have no transparency or responsibility to resolve the matters of a growing audience and have a hard time applying the same principles as real-world marketplaces due to outdated models of business methodologies that are still in use. The problem is based on the consensus of this complex system. Blockchain has come into the spotlight as a technology which helps us bind entities and equities across an agreed tamper-resistant relationship which is known as a distributed ledger. The ledger primarily is a database that accounts for all transactions that take place on the blockchain network so altering it would be futile as we would have to alter all the available copies of the ledger on the network. Based on principles of Merkel trees, blockchain is robust towards network manipulation. Emergence and development of blockchain technology has given several major improvements as to how it is applied in various applications. One of them being smart contracts which provide an ordinary distributed network with decision making zero-trust components which fulfilled a major deficiency in the previous requirement as now the contracts can act as an escrow which helps further perform complex transactions. A marketplace requires a buyer and seller where the seller provides products for purchase and buyer pays the specific amount towards the product. The pre-requisite that the seller requires become the foundation for the terms and conditions of the smart contract for the respective transaction. The transactions are all validated before being added into the distributed ledger.

The security provided by the distributed nature of blockchain makes it really hard to manipulate the network to favor a single user. For a single user to take over the entire blockchain network, they would have to provide the PoW to each node for each processing node. Since each transaction details is public where transaction validation and verification is done using common consensus protocols through mining where a node on the network would put out a request stating they are available to authenticate transactions and then receive a transaction hash that they need to compute in order for the transaction to be processed and update the network with the new block of transaction. The node that is mining is called a miner does so for the incentive of receiving a percentage of the transaction or a set amount of value that is predefined by the consensus algorithm which increases difficulties and lower reward values as more miners are working. This makes the application of blockchain very suitable in an eco-system of transactions like our marketplace.

The blockchain used in this paper will not be on any main cryptocurrency exchanges due to real cost constraints of the soaring price of most coins and shall use the networks utilized by the hyperledger composer to build the network of nodes that will interact with each node for every transaction that take place throughout its history this will ensure node drop and other network related problems will not affect the network at a large.
II. RELATED WORK

The idea of decentralized cryptocurrencies has been discussed long before but a successful implementation failed to follow when an anonymous author [1] created the very first blockchain as a form of a network of data nodes with a zero-trust secure blind authority using proof-of-work as the basis. Since then many have examined numerous applications of blockchain and with Ethereum smart contracts [2] have played a major role in the acceptance of blockchain in a modern transaction environment. Ethereum plays a major role in this project allowing for an eco-system of generalized higher level abstract application to be built around the smart contracts it provides which form the backbone that drives the user trust in the consensus algorithm. In [3], author explore more possibilities of blockchain in educational systems to widen our understanding of the impact blockchain has on across domains, where [4] proves that during scaling if any issues arise then the application itself can be decentralized to help scale faster for better performance but it also depicts the downside of local decentralization on the client side. Hyperledger Composer is an open source protocol for blockchain [5] which provides business to business or business to customer transaction networks. The composer is then made into a fabric which is a consortium of similar networks which helps us understand the implication of every architecture that this paper plan to build. The structure of hyperledger composer is shown in Fig 4. The use of hyperledger is perfect for the marketplace application which makes approach standardized as the design is industry oriented.

III. METHODOLOGY

Fig. 2 shows the system architecture and Fig. 3 shows the dataflow diagram of the proposed system.

The first design that was used, was a simple implementation of blockchain as a proof-of-concept to understand as to what would be the nature and behavior of users in a decentralized application as illustrated in the Fig 1.

1. Product/Services that a seller provides
2. Buyer wallet amount
3. Transaction history (Buyer, Seller, Contract).

These are illustrated in the system architecture below.

Three layers of architecture provide the environment required to set up the marketplace. The NodeJS server will act as an intermediary between the front-end and the backend blockchain. The layer in the middle will oversee all transactions through smart contracts using escrows. The network will still completely function even if nodes drop out and leave the network. The loss of information that arises with the loss of those nodes will be replicated from other nodes to rebuild the same network integrity. The amount deducted from the buyer and the products provided by the seller are both put into an escrow and within a given time the smart contract resolves the transactions and any discrepancies will reverse the transaction and send notifications correspondingly.

The components that make up the decentralized marketplace are

a) Participants - Which will comprise of buyer and seller
b) Assets - Which will be the product or service provided
c) Transactions - Which will be the contracts used and their parameters.

The flow of data between the participants is shown in the Fig 3 below.

The resolve among issues where there were inconsistencies in the said product required a lot of manual intervention due to lack of proper network to handle the escrow disputes, the paper implementation focus on to build a blockchain network to store:
In this implementation, a NodeJS server and corresponding composer libraries installed for the hyperledger composer. Hyperledger fabric composer was our choice to help us create and manage the distributed database. Docker-Compose was used to build the hyperledger composer playground locally. A composer-rest-API is used to talk to the blockchain itself. The user interface is built using Python and on front-end technologies. The compose-rest-API will accept valid transaction data which will then interact with the NodeJS server to push the necessary changes to the blockchain network. The wallet is of the buyer and seller is generated locally according to the same industry standard. The implementation is based on models of business networks that are required to be designed beforehand for the hyperledger fabric and also the smart contracts with transactional constraints and conditions. Both, as well as the scripts, is written in ES6 Javascript as it the standard for hyperledger fabric composer.

V. CONCLUSION

The system prosed in this paper, BlockMart as one many applications that blockchain might soon be the first choice. However, the scenarios applied are limited and need further refinement if they are to be applied on a larger scale. Validating and transaction history will also provide new means of data to be utilized to make the current systems better e.g. authentic users with the purchase and current product ownership are the only ones to have permission to leave a review where if one of the condition fails then the review will be removed. The idea of network among networks with transparency and fairness at its core will take over traditional thinking of transaction models as open source has so often seen that proprietary systems will eventually fall a few steps behind their open source alternatives. The hyperledger fabric composer provided the fundamental building block for our blockchain where no user can manipulate contents of a block and re-introduce it successfully, such nature allowed us to create a lot more features swiftly without lower-level implementation hurdles which were a major problem initially. Blockchain technology is progressing at a rate that has grabbed everyone's attention throughout the industry and its application is only limited by our imaginations where there could be an application that was so revolutionary it just might change the face of the transaction and create new industries of the future.
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